Written and illustrated by:

______________________

Directions for your
PLAY: My Adventures in or along PA’s Waters Story

STEP 1 Complete the “PLAY: PA
Water Adventure Coupon”
STEP 2 Help plan your adventure
STEP 3 Go on your adventure
STEP 4 Write and illustrate your
PA Water Adventure
Story
STEP 5 Share your story with
others by reading it aloud
and sharing the pictures
you drew!

PLAY: MY PA WATER ADVENTURE
Date: ___________________________ Time:_______________________
COUPON
Date and time Date and time you plan to go:

Location: ______________________________________________________
Date and time, you plan to go:
Date:
___________________________
Time:_______________________
Who
is going
with you: ___________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Location:
plan
to go: ______________________________________________________
Date: ___________________________

Time:_______________________

Who is going with you: ___________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Location:
______________________________________________________

What
do you
plan
to ___________________________________________
do? __________________________________________
Who
is going
with
you:
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

What
do to
youpack:
plan __________________________________________________
to do? __________________________________________
What
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

What to pack: __________________________________________________
___________________________

____________________________

Adult
anddo?
date
signed
Youth signatures and date signed
What
do signature
you plan to
__________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

What to pack: __________________________________________________
you plan to go:
Date: ___________________________

Time:_______________________

Introduction to My PA Water Adventure Story

Hi! My name is ________________________________________.

I am currently __________ years old and am in ________ grade.

I live in ____________________________________ County, PA.

The nearest waterway to me is called _______________________
_________________________.

The year is __________________________.

My favorite thing to do is _______________________________.

On the following pages, I share one of my stories, on or near a PA
waterway (e.g.stream, river, pond, lake). I also share something I
learn, share how I would teach someone else about what I learned,
and share a memory that I will keep with me as I grow.
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On _________________ (write month, day, year) I went on a PA waterway
adventure with my _______________________.
We went to a – (circle one) stream

river

pond

lake

*vernal pool

(Draw a picture of you at the type of water you visited)

*Vernal Pool – A seasonal pool of water that usually forms in the spring.
Sometimes they dry up in the summer, but may refill in the fall. Amphibians, like
frogs and salamanders, use these pools to begin their life cycle.
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Before we left on our PA water adventure, we got ready by packing
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________.
(Draw a picture of what you packed and how you prepared for your
adventure.)
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To get to the waterway we __________________.
(Draw a picture of how you got to the waterway. Did you ride in a car, truck,
bus? Did you walk?)

(Mussels on the move!)
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On the drive or walk to the waterway we saw
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________.
(Draw pictures of some of the things you saw on your way to the waterway.
Did you drive over any bridges? Did you see cities, neighborhoods, trees, farm
fields, animals, flowers, other people?)
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When we got to the (circle one) stream river
pond
lake
*vernal pool,
we __________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________.
(Draw pictures of some of the things you did when you got to the waterway
you visited. Did you – fish; splash or swim; skip rocks; look for frogs, toads, or
salamanders; hike near or over the water; picnic; camp; canoe, kayak, paddleboard,
motor boat; take photos or draw a picture while you were there?)

*Vernal Pool – A seasonal pool of water that usually forms in the spring.
Sometimes they dry up in the summer, but may refill in the fall. Amphibians, like
frogs and salamanders, use these pools to begin their life cycle.
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While we were at the waterway we saw _____________________________
_____________________________________________________________.
It was neat because ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________.
(Draw pictures of some of the things you saw. Did you see – frogs, toads,
turtles; fish; trees; birds; deer; butterflies or dragonflies; large rocks; waterfalls;
walking bridges; mushrooms; wildflowers?)
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Today I learned about/how to _____________________________________.
(Draw pictures and write a sentence or two to share how you would teach
others about something learned about or something you learned how to do.)
What did you learn about or learn to do?

What did you learn about or learn to do?

How would you teach others about what you How would you teach others about what you
learned?
learned?
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My favorite part of the day was _______________________________
__________________________________________________________.
The memory I will keep and share with others as I grow is
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________.
(Draw a picture your favorite part of the day and a special memory about the
day that you will share with others as you grow.)
Favorite part of the day.

Memory to keep and share.
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